Applicant Information Brochure

HMC/IAPS school of 1,395 pupils on the edge of Epping Forest
Preparatory School, Senior School (4-18 years)
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‘Forest is a power-house with a heart.
The pupils exude purpose – modern,
dynamic youngsters with an eye on
what’s happening next’
The Good Schools Guide, 2017
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Warden’s
Welcome
Dear Candidate,
Forest is known as a friendly, welcoming school. However, if you
apply for a job at Forest I hope you will find that out for yourself
when you visit by talking to our pupils and to the Forest staff already
working at the School.
Our community is a phenomenally busy one, and an engaging one.
We want our pupils to be busy, whatever age they are, because if
they are busy they will work better and develop into the sort of
characterful young people who will be attractive to universities and
employers. They will be able to go out into the world and make a
difference, and hopefully be amongst the leaders of their generation,
whatever they choose to do in their adult lives.
Forest also has a reputation for genuine all round excellence. That
means that we believe proper learning takes place in the classroom
and outside the classroom. We work on the basis that every child
at Forest is capable of excellence - although that excellence may
well look different in different pupils. The Leadership Team, works
closely together and have recently delivered an ambitious new
strategic plan for the School. I am delighted that you are interested
in this post and I am happy to discuss any aspects of this position
with you, if you wish to do so.
We look forward to receiving your application.
Marcus Cliff Hodges
Warden
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Heritage

General Information

Forest is well connected to central London with excellent transport
links close to the School. We are a 10-minute walk from Snaresbrook
tube station which is just 15 minutes away from Bethnal Green and
28 minutes away from Oxford Circus on the Central line. We are
also a short bus journey away from Walthamstow Central, which is
served by the Victoria line and London Overground.

Friendship

Our pupils are drawn from a diverse range of social and ethnic
backgrounds, reflecting the demographic compositions of central,
north and east London, and also of the villages and towns of Essex
and Hertfordshire.

At Forest School we value:
• Excellence
• The thriving development of young people
• A culture of friendship
• Our location, our communities and our heritage
• Our diamond structure: the best of both worlds
Our aims derive from these values:
• For every pupil to achieve the very best of which they are capable
• For every pupil to develop into the fullest and best version of
themselves
• For every pupil to contribute to the success and happiness of the
School community
• For every pupil to acknowledge with pride the School’s place in the
community and in history
• For every pupil to benefit from the opportunities of a single-sex
teaching and pastoral care within a co-educational environment.

Achieve

81

Pride

Community

Aims and Values

The School consists of a Preparatory School (4 – 11), a Senior
School (11 – 16) and a Sixth Form (16 - 18) all on the same site. It
is in membership of both the HMC and the IAPS.
It is one of the few diamond structure schools in the country where
pupils are taught in single-sex classes between the ages of 7 and
16 and come together in a co-educational Sixth Form. This gives
teachers a unique opportunity to develop their teaching skills for
boys and girls. The split between the genders is 50:50.

Culture
Happiness

About Us

Success

Opportunities
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Brief History
Forest School officially opened as Forest Proprietary Grammar
School on 1 October, 1834. To celebrate the opening, the
shareholders, among whom were the Spode industrialist William
Copeland, the namesake father of the artist and poet William
Morris, and Governor of the Bank of England William Cotton,
were invited to dine at the School, and five days later, 22 boys
joined the School under the headship of Dr. Thomas Dry. By the
end of its first year, the School had grown to 80 pupils.
Some ten years after opening, challenges had arisen due to a fall
in numbers. However, new Headmaster, Mr J. F. Boyes, was
determined the School should survive and even took a reduction
in his salary to ensure it did. Having brought about some stability,
Mr Boyes left the School in 1848, after inheriting a fortune, and
dedicated his life to writing.
Rev. John Gilderdale, Forest’s third Headmaster is remembered
fondly as the man who helped transform Forest into the school it is
today. In the 1850s, the School became officially known as Forest
School and the School’s motto ‘In Pectore Robur’ was first used.
Over the next 100 years, the School experienced great change,
cementing its place as one of the leading schools in London. The
Forest School Magazine was launched in 1865 and remains one of
the country’s oldest school magazines. Its pages record the sad loss
of 98 pupils in the First World War and 41 pupils in the Second
World War.
The Football Association (the FA) was formed in 1863 and Forest
School is the only school to have taken part in the Football
Association Challenge Cup competition. The Old Foresters
Football Club continued to play in the FA Cup for twelve seasons,
until 1888-9.
During the 1950s the School continued to grow and over the
next 30 years, the Science Block, the Aston Block, the Gloucester
Building, the Music School and the Sports Hall were opened. In
1981, HRH The Duchess of Kent visited Forest to commemorate
the opening of the Girls’ School. This marked a new era for Forest
as it became, and remains, the only diamond structured school
in London. Whilst Forest had originally started as predominantly
a boarding school, by 2004 the last few boarders left and Forest
transitioned fully into day school provision.
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William Morris Links

Distinguished Alumni

Forest School is proud of its historical links with William Morris,
champion of fine craftwork in furniture, fabrics, wallpaper and
stained glass, writer, poet and pioneer of socialism.

Forest School is proud of its alumni and their diverse
accomplishments. In Sport, Old Foresters H Tubb and WJ
Cutbill were founding members of the Football Association;
Nasser Hussain and James Foster became England Cricketers, and
Paralympic Equestrian competitor Liz Stone won gold at Atlanta in
1996. Surgeon Commander EL Atkinson was the man who located
Scott’s final camp on the ill-fated polar expedition of 1910-13 and
his polar flag hangs today in the School Dining Hall.

William Morris was born on 24 March 1834, the same year that
Forest School was established, and grew up at the family house, now
home to the William Morris Gallery, approximately two miles away
in Walthamstow. Morris’ father was a founding shareholder in the
School and his brothers were all pupils here.
Although Morris was never a pupil at Forest, his influence on
the School remains strong. In 1868, he submitted a poem for
the Christmas Term edition of the Forest School Magazine titled
‘Captiva Regina’, and a banner made at the request of F. B. Guy,
depicting an oak tree with the arms of the diocese of St Albans and
the School motto ‘In Pectore Robur’, hangs in the Victorian Dining
Hall today.
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Professor Sir Richard Evans, former Regius Professor of History at
the University of Cambridge tore apart Holocaust denier David
Irving in the famous Irving v. Lipstatdt High Court Trial, whilst the
late Professor Richard Holmes wrote arguably one of the definitive
books on WW1, “Tommy” in his distinguished career as a Military
Historian.
Forest School is also the alma mater of Dr Neha Pathak, recipient
of the RCOG Edgar Gentilli Prize for Cancer Research and the
Cosmopolitan Magazine Ultimate Game Changer Award. OFs
Ruth Buscombe and Chantelle Sampat are forging a path for
women in F1 racing at Sauber and Toro Rosso respectively. Whilst
in the world of acting, Paapa Essiedu played Hamlet in the RSC’s
2016 production and was involved in the production of King Lear.
Recently he has taken the screen by storm with leading roles in
Kiri, The Miniaturist, and Press, and has been named in this year’s
BAFTA Breakthrough Brits.
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Best of both Worlds

Knowing the Individual
Staff teach both classes of boys and classes of girls. While the syllabus
is the same, our teachers can employ relevant strategies and delivery
techniques for each group. Unlike at co-educational schools where
boys and girls may both act up to type and exaggerate gender
differences, Forest teachers can identify and address the innate
differences they see between boys’ and girls’ learning and behaviour,
and then also allow for the differences among boys and among girls.

Forest is London’s only diamond structure school. Our 1,395
boys and girls are taught in single-sex classes at key stages of their
education, prior to entering our co-educational Sixth Form. Until
then, boys and girls share the same classrooms and the same teachers:
just not at the same time!
A diamond structure school offers all the academic benefits of
single-sex teaching with all the social benefits of a co-educational
school. The best of both worlds.
At age 4, boys and girls are taught together in the Pre-Preparatory
School. Boys and girls are taught separately from age 7 to 11 in the
Preparatory School and also from age 11 to 16 in the Senior School,
before joining co-educational classes at 16 for Sixth Form study.
Unlike in single-sex schools, boys and girls at Forest spend time
together during break, at lunchtime and after school using the
same playgrounds, fields, libraries, social areas, tuck shops, dining
hall, buses to school, and engaging in co-educational co-curricular
activities such as drama, music, clubs and societies, trips and
meetings.

Learning about Learning
Forest has been a diamond structure school for over 40 years.
During that time the School has developed expertise through
first-hand experience of the way boys and girls tend to learn.
Through the diamond structure, our teachers are able to focus
on building our pupils’ learning characteristics so that they can
develop the learning aspects and behaviours which may come
less naturally to them.

We firmly believe that as boys and girls approach and then start their
teenage years they do have different learning needs. For example, we
know that many girls tend to take a more step-by-step approach to
learning. Forest teachers understand this and encourage their girls’
classes to take more calculated risks in their work.
This is particularly important at A-level, where pupils need more
than just a methodological approach and ‘bite size’ revision to
achieve the very best grades. It is no surprise to us that our girls
opt for traditionally male-dominated subjects such as Physics and
Design Technology.
Equally, many boys will temper their competitive instincts and
become more collaborative in a single-sex setting, finding it easier
to do all the things we want them to do as learners without selfconsciousness. In English, for example, boys will willingly explore
the emotional life through writing poetry, and will share creative
ideas or readily seek support from the teacher in a comfortable,
open environment.
Diamond teaching therefore enables the School to encourage wider
definitions of masculinity and femininity. Through challenging
gender stereotypes in the classroom and by encouraging boys and
girls to step out of their comfort zones, Forest pupils acquire skills
that single-sex and co-educational schools cannot teach so readily.

‘The School values its
combined single-sex and
co-educational structure’
Independent Schools Inspectorate
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Academic Ethos
Forest is very proud of its academic results (typically each year
around 70% of GCSE results are graded A* or A, and usually well
over 80% of A Levels are graded A* to B). But we are not a School
that believes in standing still, and we are ambitiously confident of
building on this strong foundation in the coming years.
Our educational philosophy is based on the belief that it is our
duty to prepare students to be flexible, independent learners who
have developed a full understanding of how learning takes place
and their own responsibility in the educational process. This
philosophy underpinned the development of the Forest Diploma
curriculum for Sixth Formers, our commitment to research in
Project Qualifications at KS4 and KS5, our visible language of
learning characteristics, our focus on formative feedback (including
comment-only marking), and our cycle of Academic Monitoring
and interventions. Our language of learning characteristics – ‘The
Forest Learner’ – is visible and shared across all areas of the School.
It promotes the importance of taking Initiative, carrying out
Planning and exercising Responsibility – the initial letters of each
key word echoing the School’s motto: In Pectore Robur (strength
in the heart).
Exceptional research and information resource facilities are also
available to teachers and pupils, in the form of the recently opened
Martin Centre for Innovation, which includes a well-stocked library
designed to cater for students’ research needs, as well as reading
for pleasure. The School has a record of exceptional success in the
Higher Project Qualification, which is undertaken by all GCSE
students (in 2018, 86% of HPQ results were A* or A), and in the
Extended Project Qualification, which is undertaken by all Sixth
Formers as part of the Forest Diploma (in 2018, 78% of all EPQ
results were A* or A).
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Numerous and ongoing curricular and pedagogical developments
in the past few years now place Forest at the cutting edge of
educational practice in the independent sector. Staff are encouraged
to be reflective, innovative and ambitious in their teaching, and
professional development is well-resourced. The School runs
regular ‘Teaching & Learning Forums’ and provides generous
financial support for teachers to attend CPD courses. We also
support numerous staff each year in the acquisition of professional
and academic qualifications, including Master’s degrees and QTS.
Alongside the flourishing Forest Conference Programme and termly
InSeT, recent visitors invited to address staff include Sir Anthony
Seldon, Professor Barry Hymer, David Court and Professor Guy
Claxton. From September 2018, we are engaged in the Visible
Learning Programme, based on the work and renowned educational
research of John Hattie.
The use of information and information technology is seen as an
integral part of learning and working at Forest. Our Bring Your Own
Device policy has enabled us to work actively towards providing A3
(Anywhere, Anytime, Any-how) access to the School’s information
resources. Pupils, teachers and school staff are encouraged and
empowered to put these to active use in learning, teaching and
school operations. All pupils are expected to bring keyboardenabled digital devices to all classes, and a thorough programme of
digital training and development for all staff is provided.
We also have an active e-Learning department, and a comprehensive
suite of software applications and online subscriptions to support
teaching and learning. The coordinated development of digital skills
across the school is a high priority, and all members of the school are
encouraged and supported to put these skills into practice.
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Pastoral Care
Forest is widely known for its outstanding pastoral care and the
personal development of the pupils as they go about their busy lives
in an environment where emotional well-being, tolerance, kindness
and respect for self, others and the community are all championed.

In order to achieve this, our pupils are divided into 14 Houses of
approximately 80 pupils, Year 7- 13 inclusive; 7 each for boys and
girls. The House therefore becomes a second home at Forest offering
designated tutors who are the first port of call for every tutee.

Our goal is to produce well-rounded young men and women who
become the very best versions of themselves and then go on to make
a difference in the world beyond Forest.

The Heads of House are key figures in the lives of pupils and their
families, offering ongoing support and expert guidance to each pupil
as he/she navigates the Forest academic, pastoral and co-curricular
‘road’ that leads them up through the School.

When pupils leave, we hope they have experienced success in different
forms, achieved grades to move on to the course or work of their
choosing, developed an enjoyment of challenge and become properly
independent with a strong sense of self. The guiding principle of our
approach to help them achieve this, is simply that every individual
pupil will feel known, liked, and valued.

‘Pastoral arrangements are excellent and valued highly’
Independent Schools Inspectorate
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Co-Curriculum
Forest offers one of the widest and most varied co-curricular
programmes in London. It is often said of our co-curriculum that
it fully embodies what it means to be a Forest pupil and is one
of the key characteristics of a Forester that makes them stand out
from the crowd. It gives pupils the confidence and ability to excel
professionally and personally.

Pupils can choose anything from horse riding to chess, technology
to debating, drama and a wide range of musical activities to some
of the best of sporting offerings. We are always looking to make the
programme better and it is customised to the pupils at the School
– not the other way around. Our core co-curriculum stems from
pupils’ interests and passions.

Music at Forest

Sport at Forest

Whatever form of music a child is passionate about, we are
here to help them have fun as they learn and achieve their
musical ambitions. We are very proud of what our pupils
achieve, and foster serious academic study as well as excellence
in all aspects of performed music.

Sporting excellence is part of our heritage and Forest is well
known for the quality of its sport: as well as fielding strong
teams, our pupils are regularly selected at district, county
and national level. What we value most, however, is that
everyone, whatever their level, is encouraged to join in and
to enjoy sport.

Our aim is to ensure that young people have the chance to
discover their talent and make the most of all their musical
opportunities. Pupils have the chance to join one of the
School’s many ensembles or choirs, which include the Big
Band, Soul Band and Chapel Choir.
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Drama at Forest

The sports we offer include the mainstream – football,
hockey, netball, cricket, basketball, athletics, gymnastics,
tennis and swimming, as well as others such as golf,
taekwondo and fencing.

Performed drama is a central element of the co-curricular
programme and our pupils benefit from an excellent range
of high-quality, purpose-built facilities, including the
350-seat Deaton Theatre with its state-of-the-art lighting and
sound equipment and full-time technician.
Full-scale productions give large numbers of pupils the chance
to act, or to develop design or technical skills.

Art at Forest
At Forest we encourage everyone to enjoy exploring the huge
number of artistic possibilities available. Art and Design at
Forest flourishes in well-resourced studios and workshops in
the centre of the School.
The facilities are always buzzing with activity as pupils dedicate
as much time as they wish to their creative passions outside
normal classroom hours. Pupils are encouraged to take part
in the School’s annual Art and Design Exhibition which takes
place every year in June.
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School Grounds

Some interesting facts about
the School grounds
• There are 17 school buildings across our 50 acre
site ranging from beautiful 18th century Georgian
architecture to the very best in modern design
• The Sylvestrian Leisure Centre was used as a secret
training camp by Team GB Olympians, including
athletes from the boxing, swimming, hockey,
fencing and taekwondo teams in the run up to the
London Olympic Games
• In 2012 the Martin Centre for Innovation opened,
which houses digital teaching, learning and
collaborative facilities for the whole School

‘The facilities are astonishing’
The Good Schools Guide, 2017
A London school like no other, our pupils experience a taste of two
very different worlds: A city school set within 50 acres of grounds,
surrounded by Epping Forest.

• The Science Block underwent an extension in
2016, with 6 state-of-the-art laboratories being
added to the department, now totally to 14 labs.
• The Main Building is the oldest part of the School
and predates Forest School

Chapel
Our Chapel of St John the Baptist is genuinely considered by
many present and past pupils to be the heart of Forest School. This
magnificent building, with its beautiful polychrome angels in the
architecture, lifts the hearts and minds of those who enter it, giving
them space to think and reflect, to pray and to worship.

The Park
The School owns 20 acres of sports grounds, known as The Park,
which is easily accessed through the forest. Pupils have use of
football and cricket pitches, athletics tracks and an all-weather astro
turf facility.
22
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Professional
Development
Forest School is dedicated to continuous professional and career
development. We invest time and resources into opportunities
for our excellent staff to become even better. On joining, you will
attend a comprehensive staff induction programme, ensuring you
are ready to contribute to our busy school from day one.
We want our teachers to be experts their area of responsibility and
therefore have a generous CPD budget. This allows us to support
colleagues who wish to further their development with various
qualifications, such as a Master’s degree.
We have termly InSeT sessions to further develop your skills and these
regularly include external speakers. We also have a comprehensive
Professional Development Review system, providing you with the
opportunity to become involved in whole school strategic planning
from any level.
Almost 40% of our staff have additional responsibilities and we
encourage innovation and the ambition to try new things. Your
timetable will also include the provision to allow you to teach other
courses in addition to your core subject, for example, Wellbeing,
Mindfulness, EPQ/HPQ, and the Forest Diploma. You will, of
course, be fully supported by the School in developing the skills
needed to teach in these areas. It is expected that all teachers will
teach at least one of these courses within their timetable allowance.
Comprehensive IT training is provided, and our dedicated
e-Learning department offers dedicated support. We also have a
weekly staff meeting where important information and training is
shared with staff.
Our staff are professional, highly qualified, knowledgeable,
and passionate about Teaching and Learning. You will have the
opportunity to share ideas through our regular Teaching and
Learning Forums, as well as sharing in our whole school Visible
Learning Programme.
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Benefits

All staff are encouraged to enjoy a free hot lunch in the School Dining
Hall during term time, but for those busy days when you would rather
have lunch on the run there is a takeaway sandwich choice available.
In addition, staff are also able to purchase breakfast in the Dining Hall
during term time if they wish.
Refreshments are available throughout the day in the staff Common
Room, located on the ground floor of the IT Centre.
Forest staff receive discounted membership to the Sylvestrian Leisure
Centre which is based on site, giving access to the gym, as well as a
range of classes and other facilities. In addition, a number of free staff
swims are offered throughout the week.

The Application
Process

Applications will only be accepted from candidates who have
completed an application form in full and who provide an
accompanying statement (a page and a half maximum) outlining
your suitability for the post along with details of two professional
referees.
Each candidate’s fulfilment of the requirements will be tested
and assessed during the selection process, which will include an
assessment of the candidate’s suitability to work with children.

Teaching staff receive longer holidays than the maintained sector
(currently 18 weeks), and the School operates its own salary scale, with
salaries above those paid in the maintained sector.

We will approach referees for all short-listed applicants before
interview. Any discrepancies or anomalies in the information
provided or issues arising from references will be taken up at
interview.

Our School nurses, based in the Medical Centre, are on site from
8.00am to 6.00pm and are available to give advice on minor ailments.

The School reserves the right to make an appointment at any stage
of the recruitment process should an outstanding candidate emerge.

Staff receive free death in service cover, which would pay twice the
annual salary in the event of death while employed by the School.
We offer subsidised AXA PPP healthcare insurance.

A Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) check will also be required
before the commencement of employment.

All teaching staff are enrolled in the national Teachers’ Pension Scheme.
Forest staff currently receive 50% fee remission (pro rata for part-time
staff) for children attending Forest; a figure set at the discretion of the
Governors. This applies to children in Years 3 to 13.
There is no guaranteed parking within the school. Staff have two car
parks on site and there are cycle racks available. In addition, Forest
participates in the Cycle to Work scheme. Off-site, council parking
permits are required to park in nearby roads and streets.
Forest teaching staff receive enhanced maternity and paternity.
The working environment is excellent with each member of staff being
allocated their own workspace.

Applications should be made via the Forest School Application
Form which is downloadable from the School’s website or
TES online at: https://www.tes.com/jobs/employer/forestschool-1050172.
Please send your application as soon as possible to recruitment@
forest.org.uk.
Postal applications can be made to the HR Department, Forest
School, College Place, London E17 3PY.
You are strongly advised to look at our website www.forest.org.uk
where you will find full information about the School.

We have a very supportive Forest School Parents Association (FSPA)
who often run large-scale celebtrations and events, including an annual
ball, to raise money for the School.
26
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Child Protection
Forest School is committed to safeguarding and promoting the
welfare of children and young people and we aim to create and
maintain a safe environment for our pupils, where they feel respected
and supported. We expect all staff to share this commitment and
to become familiar with our policies and procedures for child
protection and security.
As a member of the School’s teaching staff, the post-holder will have
a responsbiility in every circumstance to promote and safeguard
the welfare of pupils in the School. The School’s procedures and
policies for child protection and security are published in the Staff
Handbook, to which all teachers have access via the Intranet, and
training in these procedures and policies forms part of new teacher
induction, as well as on-going staff development.
Job interviews will include questions about safeguarding children.

What colleagues and others say about us...
‘With a lot of support, I got the
university place of my dreams.
Forest made sure that I gained
academic confidence and ensured
that I managed the pressure of a
demanding Year 13’
Recent Leaver, Girl

‘Highly efficient and effective
teaching backed up by
excellent results’
The Good Schools Guide, 2017
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‘Highly stimulating and engaging
teaching’
Independent Schools Inspectorate

‘The students were particularly
impressive in their obvious maturity
- not just intellectual and emotional
intelligence - but strikingly in their
unpretentious confidence. Each of
them had appreciated the co-curricular
elements of the Diploma programme as
much as the academic’
Comment by a Barrister on Year 13 Viva interviews

‘No matter what, Forest always
looked out for me’

‘We wanted to thank you and all
the staff who helped my daughter to
achieve the grades she needed to study
music at Cambridge. As I am sure
you are aware, she really enjoyed her
time at Forest and we feel she has truly
benefited from the holistic approach
embedded in the school’s ethos’

‘The main pleasure of working in a
school like Forest is the pupils: they are
bright, polite and keen to learn and
are always asking intelligent questions’

Forest School Parent

Forest Colleague

Sixth Form Student
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Terms and Conditions
Forest School is committed to safeguarding and promoting the
welfare of children and young people. Job interviews will include
questions about safeguarding children.
Forest School is an equal opportunities employer, unless the job is
covered by a statutory exemption we will not discriminate directly
or indirectly on the grounds of sex, gender reassignment, sexual
orientation, maternity or pregnancy, marital status, race, SEN and
disability, religion and belief or age.
Forest School actively promotes fundamental British values and
incorporates many of these into lessons, workshops and schemes of
work, including law and order, community, democracy, rule of law,
diversity, tolerance and human rights.
The job for which you are applying involves substantial opportunity
for access to children. It is therefore exempt from the Rehabilitation
of Offenders Act, 1974. You will be required to declare any
convictions or cautions you may have, even if they would otherwise
be regarded as “spent” under this Act.
Forest School is entitled, under arrangements introduced for the
protection of children, to check with the police for the existence
and content of any criminal record of the successful applicant.
Information received from the Disclosure and Barring Service will
be kept in strict confidence.
In accordance with the requirements of the Asylum and
Immigration Act 1996, any offers of employment will be subject to
the production of a valid passport and formal confirmation of your
National Insurance number.
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All applicants must be able to show Forest School the original
certificates of any qualifications stated on their application form.
All teachers are subject to a twelve month probationary period. The
probationary period will be deemed to have ended when the teacher
has received satisfactory lesson observations and the Deputy Head
Academic is happy with their work. Forest School reserves the right
to extend the probationary period or terminate employment if an
employee’s performance is not satisfactory.

‘Where People Grow’

Forest School teachers are contracted to work from 8.30am to
4.30pm during term time and at any other time deemed necessary
for the proper performance of their duties. These additional times
include, but are not limited to, parents’ evenings, open days,
information mornings and Commemoration Day.
Staff at Forest School are expected to be loyal to the stated aims and
objectives of the School. Their employment shall be subject to the
School’s policies and procedures, which they are expected to keep
abreast of.
Teachers are entitled to take as holiday all school holidays in
accordance with the published dates. Requests for occasional leave
of absence during term time will be considered by the Deputy
Warden.
Teachers are automatically enrolled in the Teachers’ Pension Scheme
under the Teachers’ Superannuation (Consolidation) Regulations
1988.
Failure to declare a conviction may disqualify you from appointment,
or result in summary dismissal if the discrepancy comes to light.
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London E17 3PY
020 8520 1744 | recruitment@forest.org.uk | www.forest.org.uk

